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Acclaim 

Acclaim Lighting was founded 2003 in Los Angeles, California and 
immediately made an impact on the market with an impressive 
portfolio of innovative and advanced technology, including high 
performance controller units for entertainment and architectural 
lighting demands. 

 

Advance by 
Signify  

Fluorescent, HID, Specialty Ballasts and LED Drivers. 

 

AERALUX 

AERALUX began in Montreal with an objective to bring to life a great 
portfolio of products able to significantly impact energy 
consumptions in North America. Since then, several product families 
have been designed, tested and launched to meet and exceed high 
quality standards demanded by the North American market. 

 

ANP Lighting 

Since 1985, ANP Lighting has been skillfully integrating design 
aesthetics, engineering excellence, and advancing technology to 
manufacture the industry's only all-LED line of decorative 
architectural lighting and warehouse-inspired RLM fixtures.  

Belfer 

Belfer lighting fixtures showcase the beauty of their surroundings. 
The products are designed to illuminate any environment where the 
objective is to create visual interest while respecting the 
architecture. They provide lighting specifiers with elegant solutions 
for high profile lighting designs.  

Birchwood 
Lighting 

Since 1993, Birchwood Lighting has designed and manufactured 
high-quality specification grade light fixtures tailored to meet the 
demands of the architectural, commercial and retail design 
communities. Birchwood Lighting is now part of the Leviton Lighting 
Business Unit.  
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Bodine 

Philips Emergency Lighting designs and manufactures award-
winning, innovative Philips Bodine emergency and specialty lighting 
products for LED, Fluorescent & HID lighting in Canada. 

 

C3 Lighting 

C3’s management is dedicated to the design of intelligent solid state 
circuitry, digital control systems, and custom illumination solutions. 
C3 has spent the last six years designing, engineering, and 
manufacturing the components necessary for a comprehensive 
Controlled Lighting Network. The entire system is based on 
Intelligent Power Distribution Modules (PDMs) that use Class II 
wiring to distribute power to a virtually unlimited number of fixtures. 

 

CFI by Signify  

At CFI, sustainability is everything. In keeping with the highest 
manufacturing and testing standards in Canada, our locally produced 
and recyclable luminaires are manufactured using efficient 
processes designed to reduce waste. 

 

Classic Coves 

For more than a decade, Classic Coves has been supplying the 
lighting industry with innovative products for cove and accent 
lighting. From our initial molded cove, now called "The Classic", to 
our "LumaRoc™" extruded cove, we have proven that superior 
lighting designs can be achieved with simple to use products.  

Color Kinetics 

With over 34,000 installations, Color Kinetics presided over the birth 
of the LED lighting industry way back in 1997. They invented the 
method that enables color-changing illumination by LED light 
sources, a groundbreaking line-voltage power management system, 
and dozens of other innovative LED lighting technologies. 

 

Crenshaw 

For more than 50 years, Crenshaw Lighting has been making 
decorative lighting fixtures by hand. We create high quality custom 
chandeliers and lanterns for commercial buildings, historic 
restoration, places of worship, and private residences. Our mission 
is to be at the top of the lamp-making craft. 
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Dynapole 

A manufacturer of steel and aluminum poles with in-house powder 
coating facilities and the ability to satisfy your special requirements 
with custom designed poles. 

 

EcoPower LED 

Your one source for LED lighting solutions with 20 years of lighting 
knowledge, over 400 LED fixtures, retrofits and wired/wireless 0-10 
vdc controls. 

 

Eurolite - Arturo 
Alvarez 

Emotional Light. The center of our project is the human being; we 
take in consideration its needs, interests and the different vital 
situations. We put all our hopes and resources to provide hand-
made designs, spoiled for every detail, able to fulfill all the lighting 
and emotional needs of the human being. 

 

Eurolite - Astro 

With a reputation for innovative designs, high quality manufacture, 
and reliable performance, Astro makes products for interior and 
exterior use, but with a particular specialism in bathroom lighting. 
With products designed to comply with stringent IP44 requirements, 
it boasts what is probably the largest range of bathroom lighting 
anywhere in Europe.  

Eurolite - Atomis 

With a philosophy of continuous improvement in product design and 
customer service which is implemented with a powerful set of values 
they focus on outstanding design, quality and exceptional product 
performance. 

 

Eurolite - 
Castaldi  

An important member of the lighting industry since 1938, Castaldi 
offers a broad range of high performance lighting fixtures always on 
the cutting edge of design and technical innovation with a focus on 
professional architectural exterior lighting fixtures. 
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Eurolite - De 
Majo 

DE MAJO, since the 1940's when the company was first set up in 
Murano, has focused the talent and expert skills of master glass-
makers on creating classic chandeliers acquiring over the years 
experience and expertise which, still today, can be seen in the range 
of lighting solutions offered.  

Eurolite - Ilfari 

In the fascinating designs of Ilfari you will find the same philosophy.A 
highly progressive look, almost artistic on light,in combination with 
a subtle use of classic or baroque elements and Swarovski crystals 
resulting in exclusive lighting objects. 

 

Eurolite - Martini 

In the last 15 years Martini has concentrated on the architectural, 
commercial, residential and urban lighting sectors, developing an 
extensive range of professional lighting fixtures, most of which have 
been designed by the many architects who work in constant and 
close collaboration with the company. 

 

Gardco by Signify  

Gardco changed the course of exterior area lighting more than 40 
years ago with the invention of segmented, faceted optics. Gardco's 
strong history continues today with a product line of classic shapes 
and forward-thinking products. 

 

Hadco by Signify  

Hadco has been a leader in manufacturing high-performance, 
exceptional quality, decorative outdoor lighting products serving the 
Municipal, Utility, Commercial, and Residential lighting 
markets since 1953. 

 

Hazlux  

Hazlux® lighting fixtures are constructed to meet Hazardous Location 
and Adverse Environment applications. You can rely on Hazlux to 
safely provide light where you need it -- even under the harshest 
indoor and outdoor conditions. 
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Intense 

Intense Lighting, LLC is widely recognized as a solutions-based 
manufacturer of award-winning, sustainable lighting products. 
Acquired by Leviton in May 2015 as a standalone business unit, the 
company’s innovative and energy efficient luminaires offer a wide 
variety of specification grade lighting solutions for the commercial, 
hospitality, supermarket, retail and residential markets.  

interact 

Where there’s light, there’s insight. Interact IoT Platform enables 
connected LED lighting systems and embedded sensor networks to 
deliver insights, benefits and new services to customers. It makes 
lighting intelligent. Delivering an IoT ecosystem for our partners, 
customers and developers powered by the world's largest network 
– connected LED lighting.  

ITC Horticulture  

As awareness started to build around the need for more effective 
and efficient lighting products for supplemental and controlled 
environment growing, ITC launched into full research and 
development mode. Research included grower interviews, focus 
groups, and gaining understanding of the most current physics of 
plant growth from university experts. Development progressed to 
comparison research with actual growth performance testing by 
comparing ITC prototypes against other products on the market. The 
result is a new Horticulture LED Lighting line. 

 

Keene by Signify 

Trusted by specifiers and contractors since 1965, Keene’s expanded 
product line now includes interior and exterior architectural lighting 
solutions guaranteed to perform for Canadians, day and night, year 
in, year out. 

 

LDPI 

LDPI, Inc. has been manufacturing fluorescent lights and commercial 
lighting since 1980. From that time, our product line has grown to 
cover a wide spectrum of applications. LDPI, Inc. has added fixtures 
from wet, harsh, hazardous and clean room applications, diversifying 
our specialized line of paint/powder booth fixtures.  
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Ledalite by 
Signify  

Ergonomics in Light is about understanding how people see and is a 
core value reflected in every product that Ledalite creates. They 
specialize in creating fully-luminous environments that are designed 
around how people see. 

 

Leviton 

Leviton offers a wide variety of lighting controls that combine 
sophisticated design with state-of-the-art technology. These include 
architectural controls, day-lighting controls, dimmers, fan speed 
controls, occupancy sensors, relay panels and more. 

 

Lightolier by 
Signify  

Lightolier luminaires deliver all the flexibility you need to create 
stunning, visually appealing environments. With this much choice, 
Lightolier empowers you to illuminate an entire building, inside and 
out! 

 

Lumacell 

The leader in emergency lighting and exit signs in Canada, Lumacell 
provides architectural, commercial and industrial products to meet 
the highest requirements. Lumacell uses the latest technologies to 
maximize the efficiency of its environmentally friendly products 
designed and manufactured in Canada. 

 

Lumec by Signify  

Lumec holds a leading position in the Canadian decorative and 
functional outdoor lighting market, offering both contemporary and 
traditional luminaries with modern high-performance optical 
technology. 

 

Medical Murals 

Their product line includes a variety of Backlit Murals, LED light 
boxes, Foam Frames & Soffits and Digital Motion Systems for 
Hospitals, Hotels, and other Commercial Buildings. No project is too 
big or small. 
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Nebula Controls 

Nebula Controls was launched in 2018 by two engineers and ever 
since then we have been in constant growth and development with 
our lighting control systems. We have developed a smart lighting 
control system that serves various industries like warehouse 
manufacturers, retail stores and other commercial operations. 

 

Philips Dynalite 

Philips Dynalite Lighting Controls set the standard for lighting control 
systems. Committed to excellence, innovation, sustainability, and 
customer needs, Dynalite controls revolutionize lighting system 
design and installation. 

 

Philips Lighting 

Philips is a leader in shaping the future with exciting new lighting 
applications and platforms such as LED technology providing energy 
efficiency, attractive benefits and new 'never-before-possible' 
lighting solutions. 

 

Precision 
Multiple 
Controls 

Precision is a major producer of photocontrols and accessories for 
outdoor lighting applications, including their well known T-15 direct 
wire-in photocontrol, which has been a standard in the industry for 
over 20 years. 

 

Premier - Access 

Great lighting is a great solution. A great lighting company provides 
great solutions for most lighting situations. A great lighting solution 
is smart, practical and beautiful . . . and affordable. These few simple 
but powerful fundamentals drive the success of Access Lighting. 

 

Premier - HK 
Lighting 

When industry individuals look at HK Lighting Groups designs, they 
see something different; they see a life experience in their hands. 
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Premier Lighting 

A Canadian manufacturer, Premier has illuminated and enhanced 
some of the most prestigious projects in North America and the 
Caribbean on time and on budget for over 25 years. 

 

Premier - 
Matthew 
McCormick 

By working collaboratively with designers and architects, Matthew 
McCormick Studio creates lighting as unique as the space itself. From 
a simple, stand-alone fixture to large-scale illuminated art 
installations, each piece and project is well considered and 
consciously created. 

 

Premier - 
Snowball 

Snowball Lighting's mission is to develop and produce high quality 
LED lighting products and provide alternative lighting solutions to 
their clients. Their products ensure safety, reliability, and value for 
users. 

 

Radiant  

Radiant Lighting Solutions, a Belfer Group Company, offers the 
lighting specifier a unique and innovative line of LED and Linear Low 
Voltage designed specifically for commercial and residential lighting 
applications. 

 

Rosco 

Rosco, founded in 1910, is best known for the products it originally 
manufactured: color filters, gobos, scenic paints and fog products for 
the entertainment industry.The company now offers products in 
more than a dozen categories, including LED Lighting, Backdrops and 
Digital Imagery, Window Control, Image and Effect Projection 
Equipment, Staging Products, Projection Screens and Flooring 
products for dance and television studios. 

 

Scott 
Architectural 

Scott Architectural Lighting has long been a leader in the 
manufacture of quality, specification-grade standard, as well as 
custom fixtures. 
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Sigma Luminous 

Sigma Luminous is an LED luminaire manufacturer based in Livonia, 
Michigan providing LED lighting solutions that deliver premium 
benefits for their customers – energy savings through innovation. 

 

Taylor - Amlite  

Since 1997, Amlite has worked with their customers to achieve 
impressive designs at reasonable price points. It is with this mission 
in mind that Amlite has continued to provide excellent service 
and reliable products. 

 

Taylor - Avista 

Affordable, quality, commercial and residential fixtures. 

 

Taylor - 
Banvil2000 

Banvil fans and lighting fixtures provide the finishing touch for a 
cottage or a castle, and our uncompromising quality is the 
cornerstone of our reputation. At Banvil we go the extra step to 
insure that all our products meet the needs of consumers 
everywhere. 

 

Taylor - Eglo 

Over the last years the EGLO group has evolved into one of the 
leading manufacturers of decorative interior lighting. Meanwhile, 
the company has become a major player on the world market: In 
current year more than 18 million luminaires were marketed in over 
132 countries on all continents. 

 

Taylor - Envoy  

Envoy Lighting, Inc. has manufacturing relationships throughout the 
United States and Asia and offers quality commercial and industrial 
lighting products at competitive pricing. Envoy Lighting offers "Made 
in the USA", specification grade and retrofit lighting products. 
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Taylor - 
Industrial/Rig 
Lights 

Industrial/Rig Lights, Inc. was founded in Brenham, Texas in 1999. 
They are a manufacturer of hazardous and specialty lighting, both in 
the oilfield and the industrial market. 

 

Taylor - Lightway  

Whether the need is for architectural inspired fixtures at affordable 
prices or more value-oriented fixtures, Lightway offers a wide range 
of choices that are “manufactured” to exacting quality standards. 

 

Taylor - Lum-
Tech 

Established in 2003, Lum-Tech Lighting quickly became one of the 
East Coast’s leading manufacturers of recessed down-lighting 
products.  Through innovative ideas, countless hours of product 
development & testing, and intense dedication to customer service, 
they have grown to be one of the top-ranked lighting manufacturers 
in the industry across the US and Canada.  

Taylor - 
Magniflood 

For more than 50 years, MagniFlood has designed and manufactured 
quality lighting products. The path to success is not easy, but it is 
simple. Make a quality product at a fair price, be honest with your 
customers and deliver on time. 

 

Taylor - 
Marketing 
Energy 

Marketing Energy (2000) Ltd is a Canadian company that has been 
operating since 1994. Marketing Energy (2000) Ltd was initially 
formed to be the buying force behind it's sister company, Taylor 
Marketing Group Ltd. With the ever changing lighting industry and 
the need to stay competitive, the company has expanded to research 
and source our own product brand.  

Taylor - Nora 
Lighting 

Nora Lighting is among the industry's leading designers and suppliers 
of energy-efficient lighting systems for commercial, architectural, 
retail, hospitality, healthcare, educational and residential 
applications.  
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Taylor - Oval 
Lighting 

Established in 1990, Oval Lighting offers a full line in the latest design 
of surface mount compact fluorescent and LED fixtures. Oval Lighting 
manufactures energy efficient lighting in the most current and 
popular styles, using only the highest quality components. 

 

Taylor - Pemco  

Pemco Lighting Products, Inc. has been designing and manufacturing 
high quality lighting fixtures, poles, and accessories for over one 
hundred and thirty-four years. 

 

Taylor - Razr 
Lites 

RazrLites, a Celeritas Lighting Group Brand, is a premier distributor 
of LED lighting products. Razr fixtures are designed for 
maximum energy savings, reduced maintenance, increased service 
life, and improved light quality. 

 

Taylor - Select 
Lighting 

Select Lighting is the first Concierge Service supplier in the lighting 
industry.  Superior personal service, combined with our 
comprehensive network of worldwide supplier partners, gives us 
unprecedented capabilities to provide our customers with the 
knowledge, comfort and security they are receiving the Right 
Product at the Right Price.  

Taylor - Simkar  

Throughout its history, Simkar has incrementally added different 
markets to its lighting repertoire, expanding from Residential and 
Light Commercial to Heavy Industrial, Outdoor, and Sports Lighting. 
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Taylor - TPR 
Enterprises LTD 

Established in 1980, TPR Enterprises has become one of the premier 
LED and Fiber Optic lighting manufacturers in North America with a 
core group of LED products and a complete range of Fiber Optics. 

 

Triumph 

A Canadian manufacturer based in Apple Hill, Ontario, Triumph 
builds a wide range of custom fixtures to order with lead times to 
suit the design build market it serves. 

  

Valmont 

Valmont's broad array of steel, aluminum and composite poles, 
specialty structures and towers are standing tall . . . bringing light 
and order to new and existing markets. 

 

 


